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XBT91 is short for Exhibit 91. A partnership between 
Rendell Smith and Alex Donewald. Previously two free-
lance videographers, they combined their creative abil-

ities to pursue something larger than themselves. As 
self-taught cinematographers and editors, they think dif-

ferently and feed off of each others creative energy to 
produce content far beyond what either of them could 

create alone. Since teaming up, they have partnered with 
influencers and companies to create unique and shareable 

mediea in many forms.

https://www.instagram.com/p/Bph3GV5DEVN/
https://vimeo.com/254016300
https://www.xbt91.com/


We originally teamed up with Swopes to cover some live events for 
her IG stories. After building an aesthetic that fit her vibe we were 
asked to help create more targeted branding content for her official 
feed. With an audience of over 250,000 she was someone we had 
to impress.  Since our collaboration started we have helped create 
content for amazing companies such as; Adidas, Apple, Listerine,  

Method & more! 

Through these projects for such reputable businesses, we have for-
mulated a process to complete complex deliverables under pressure 

and quick deadlines.

SWOPES - Social Media branding

https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/18021935236054147/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bqxi6ytDB5J/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bq-PUC6B6Q9/
https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/17970348148127500/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Br3OAp-Do_U/


The founders of popular festival clothing brand “Fes-
ty Besty” were releasing a new moto-inspired collec-

tion. As one of their first targeted releases, they needed 
to make sure the reveal was something memorable. 

They approached us with the idea of a moto-inspired 
creative ad. They knew this commercial needed to reach 
the masses of the festival culture, so they reached out to 
instagram dance sensation Gabby J. David. With a focus 
on Gabby’s natural talent as a dancer, we created a mov-
ing look-book of all the motocross inspired designs and 
combined them with fun music and editing to bring the 
collection alive. Since the release, the commercial has ac-
crued over 17k views! We’re very proud of how the vi-
sion was executed, check out the finished product below!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LLbmjaRU7oA


The “Roger” music video was a true testament to 
create something from nothing. The artist Eye-
dekay wanted a visual experience that she would 
be proud of and which would help her stand out 
in a sea of videos that seem to repeat the same for-
mula. We got to the core message of the song and 
decided to go for that nostalgic feeling of 90s tv 
show “Sister, Sister” with a modern twist. We uti-
lized bright backgrounds to pair with her bright 
personality, simple hand drawn accent pieces to 
make the set completely customizable, and move-
able for her to destroy at the end in symbolic ges-
ture to remove the fake-ness in our everyday lives. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jeuYowjHD7w
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